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Executive summary 

The development of ontologies in ENVISION for semantic annotation of Web services requires a 

proper ontology engineering methodology and tools which allow ontology maintenance. These 

annotations are relevant for the semantic discovery of resources, the mediation between services, 

and the execution of the environmental workflows. 

 

The ontology engineering steps presented here are the result of experiences in previous projects. 

Adopting lightweight vocabularies instead of the traditional complex ontologies was a decision 

motivated (among others) for the performance issues of dealing with such huge structures online. 

We present a modular ontology approach with the first preliminary results for our two use cases. 

The description of environmental service compositions used in our scenarios is focused in this 

deliverable on the different processes that form the workflows, looking closer at the inputs and 

outputs. 

 

In deliverable 4.2, a methodology for adding semantic annotations to some OGC services 

(Sensor Observation Service, Web Feature Service, Web Processing Service, and Web 

Coverage Service) was presented. First steps to annotate environmental models were also 

introduced. The ENVISION project provides tools to compose, annotate, and publish chains of 

services as environmental models. One of the goals of ENVISION is collecting best practices for 

the process of semantic annotation of these service compositions. Our focus in this document is 

on OGC’s Web Processing Service, since it serves as a container to publish environmental 

workflows as Web services. 
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1 Introduction 

The goal of this deliverable is to describe the methodology we follow to create and maintain 

domain ontologies which are used to annotate environmental services. First, we explain why 

ontologies are necessary for the ENVISION infrastructure and how we use them to solve 

problems (section 2). Besides the mentioned annotations, ontologies are present in processes as 

important as semantic discovery or mediation between services. Section 3 goes back to the 

ontology engineering approach introduced in deliverable 4.1, and explains how it has evolved so 

far. Workflow descriptions for the creation of a new ontology from scratch or the reuse of an 

existing one complete this section. The environmental models used in the ENVISION scenarios 

are documented in section 4. These models are not in place yet, but will be published as service 

compositions. To annotate these compositions domain ontologies are required. Section 5 applies 

the methods presented in section 3 to build lightweight ontologies which will be used to annotate 

the environmental models. Maintenance is a delicate issue when many users have access to the 

same ontology. This situation has to be addressed in ENVISION, thus we present some 

guidelines in this deliverable (section 6). The last section describes a methodology to annotate 

environmental models in ENVISION published as Web Processing Services. This section is 

complemented with a website where best practices for semantic annotations will be collected and 

the methodology applied to the project scenarios.  
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2 Ontologies in the ENVISION Infrastructure 

Ontologies play a crucial role for nearly all activities performed within the ENVISION platform. 

They support users in the discovery of Web services, in the creation of Web service compositions, 

and in the execution of these compositions. Ontologies have the potential to limit the risk of 

semantic conflicts. But this is based on the assumption that reasoning methods can solve the 

conflicts with the help of mappings and alignments which bridge the semantic gaps between the 

different perspectives on the World. Creating an ontology is a highly complex and resource-

intensive task, coming up with an ontology which is accepted by all members of one specific 

information community is an ambitious endeavour. Ontologies are utilized in different activities. 

The import process results in service-specific ontologies automatically translated from the Web 

service metadata. The semantic annotation links these application ontologies to shared domain 

ontologies, which have been either created offline by the domain experts, or which are publicly 

shared on the Web. The semantic annotation is semantically enabling Web services, whereas 

other activities such as discovery and mediation are semantically enabled. They rely on 

reasoning engines having access to the ontologies and annotations to perform certain tasks such 

as semantic discovery. More information about the relations between ontologies and components 

in ENVISION can be found in the appendix, section 9.1. 

 

We follow a pragmatic view regarding the ontologies. The complexity of an ontology ranges from 

semantic networks to formal ontologies augmented with logical axioms which constrain the 

interpretation of the included concepts. Semantic networks are conceptually close to Topic Maps. 

The basic elements are the concepts and relations, which make them particularly useful for a 

simple specification of the domain-specific knowledge. Semantic networks are easy to 

understand and create in comparison to formal ontologies. Whereas the latter are much more 

useful for the reasoning tasks identified for ENVISION, it is reasonable to assume that the former 

will be more common.  

 

This section takes a closer look at the reasons for using ontologies in order to address the 

identified semantic challenges, and how ontologies actually contribute to the ENVISION solution. 

We will first discuss a scenario that illustrates one of the major goals of ENVISION: realizing 

semantic interoperability among the elements of environmental modelling service chains. 

 

2.1 The challenge of composing a model service chain: a land-
slide example 

An environmental model is, generally spoken, some abstraction of a natural process such as 

water flowing down the river bed, oil slick slowly drifting on the ocean water, or rain destabilizing 

the soil on a slope. Computer models are executable implementations of mathematical models. 

Environmental computer models are therefore implementations of algorithms simulating natural 

processes. The purpose of Business Process Models (BPM) was originally to represent activities 

in an enterprise. BPM couples different activities into workflows. With the Business Process 
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Execution Language
1
 (BPEL), a standard has been introduced to have executable business 

process models. Environmental computer models can be regarded as environmental process 

models, and hence defined as workflows in BPEL. One of the challenges addressed in 

ENVISION is the migration of environmental computer models, often standalone desktop 

applications, into environmental process models which can exposed as Web services. In the 

following the term “model” refers to the notion of environmental process models. 

 

The following example demonstrates why ontologies can be useful for the composition of 

environmental models. The scenario has been developed as toy example to explain issues with 

semantic interoperability. It reflects the requirements of the landslide scenario, part of the 

ENVISION use cases. 

 

A landslide probability model computes the probability of a landslide triggered in a given time 

period at the place of interest. It usually needs to be coupled with other models or sensors in 

order to be useful. The estimates may serve, for example, as input for a landslide risk model, 

which predicts the probability of landslide runout, or a hazard model, which takes into account the 

potential damage. The input data is expected to come from physical sensors or other 

environmental models. For example, a critical input to such a model may be information about 

soil moisture/saturation, which directly influences shear strength of a soil and thus landslide 

probability. In ENVISION we aim at enabling users to flexibly combine diverse environmental 

services. This means we face several semantic challenges that can be subsumed under the 

heading of semantic interoperability.  

 

On the one hand, we need to find appropriate input data services which deliver, for instance, data 

for soil saturation. One problem is that the property “soil saturation” depends on the model type 

and is semantically ambiguous, i.e. it may be expressed in different ways. Deterministic slope 

stability models [1] need a certain kind of subsurface water depth quality as input, namely the 

height of the water table above failure surface. It can be obtained from the height of the water 

table in the soil. This latter quality may be measured directly or predicted by another hydrological 

model based on precipitation data. But other models may use a moisture quality instead, which is 

given as volumetric water content, i.e. the ratio of water volume to the volume of soil, or as 

gravimetric water content, i.e. the ratio of water mass to the mass of soil. These types of qualities 

express a difference in how the saturation is measured, which can cause problems if they are 

confounded. In case we can distinguish them, one may be translated into the other. But note that 

water table height, water content and precipitation do not only denote different quality types, they 

also inhere in different kinds of objects: the first one is a quality of a whole soil profile, the second 

one is a quality of an amount of soil, the third one is a property of a region on the land surface. 

This also needs to be taken into account when searching for input qualities. Even input data of an 

appropriate quality type can cause semantic errors if it does not inhere in the appropriate 

reference object.  

 

On the other hand, we may have to select among different kinds of model types. These differ with 

the type of landslide modeled (see figure 1). From an ontological point of view, landslides are 

movement events that occur in the form of flows, slide, glides or falls, with a different duration 

                                            
1
 http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/wsbpel/ 

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/wsbpel/
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quality and spatial extent. They may involve translations, rotations as well as flows. Some hazard 

models, e.g. deterministic slope stability models, may be better suited for certain kinds of events, 

e.g. translational slides. Landslide types differ semantically in the form of movement and their 

spatio-temporal extent. So, in order to distinguish or compare them, they need to be described on 

the level of movement events.  

 

In general, the task is to replace a sensor as input with another service, or to replace a given 

model with another one. But in order to do this, the service outputs (e.g. the SOS delivering 

physical sensor measurements and the SOS providing computed model results) have to denote 

equivalent types of observations. From an ontological viewpoint, this includes equivalent 

properties, quality bearing objects and events, as well as equivalent units of measurement. In 

general, it is necessary that linked outputs and inputs correspond to each other not only on the 

level of data types or formats, but also on the level of observation types.  

 

In our scenario, we need to distinguish quality types like volumetric, gravimetric soil moisture and 

ground water level, as well as object and event classes, like different landslide events, which are 

on a very detailed knowledge level that is generally accessible only to experts. But once this 

knowledge is made explicit, it becomes possible to properly connect modeling services, or even 

to automatically translate a property into one suitable as input for the model at hand. 

 

 

Figure 1: Different types of landslides: (a) falls, (b) topples, (c) slides, (d) flows (from [2]) 

 

How can all these challenges be addressed? It seems inevitable to use a controlled vocabulary 

for drawing the kinds of necessary distinctions in the background knowledge, and to use an 

inference mechanism in order to connect heterogeneous qualities that can be connected or 

translated into each other. Note that there is nothing on the explicit textual level that allows 

automatically distinguishing or connecting these data sets. Properties like soil saturation have 

ambiguous meanings and thus need to be described with a specialised vocabulary in order to 
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prevent mismatch. Similarly, landslide models need to be selected according to the landslide type. 

An ontology is nothing else than a controlled vocabulary that allows to draw these inferences. 

 

2.2 Application areas of ontologies 

We argued that ontologies serve to draw the necessary distinctions and allow inferring 

connections among the inputs and outputs of environmental modeling services in order to realize 

interoperable service chains. The annotation of the environmental models is required to 

semantically enable the service compositions in the applications described below. The annotation 

process generates descriptions of the service resources. Regardless of whether annotations are 

performed manually or a semi-automatic procedure is used to inject them, they must be based on 

some controlled vocabulary. The reason is that such a vocabulary, if it is established as a 

convention, solves the inherent ambiguity problems of natural language descriptions caused by 

synonymy and polysemy. This, of course, does not mean that there must be a single ontology for 

annotation purposes. Therefore in ENVISION we focused on the idea of user-centered modular 

ontologies, where users can create new as well as reuse existing ontologies. 

 

2.2.1 Semantic discovery 

The ENVISION semantic discovery catalogue allows the registration of environmental services. It 

provides discovery functionality that enables the retrieval of such services. Our discovery 

catalogue uses semantic descriptions of services and requests to determine the degree of match 

between them. It is essential to find a good trade-off between the expressivity of the descriptions 

and the complexity of the algorithms required to process such descriptions during the discovery 

phase. The preconditions and effects used to annotate a service can be seen as logical queries, 

and thus, solving the service discovery problem is reduced to solve the query containment 

problem. Query containment is a well-known technique from logics and database theory that can 

be used to implement service discovery. 

 

2.2.2 Mediation of services 

During the design phase of a service composition, one has to make sure that only interoperable 

services are connected. This may require a mediation step. For example, if there is a river gauge 

service that only delivers stream stages, these must first be transformed into volumetric flow via 

rating curves before they are used as stream flow model input. The challenge is that in order to 

find these potential inputs, transformation possibilities must be known in advance, and this 

requires reasoning over potential input chains. The semantic annotation of the inputs and outputs 

of the services participating in the composition is necessary to select the right transformation 

methods ensuring service interoperability. The establishment of a valid workflow may require 

many of these mediation steps, and ontologies not only are useful to make property distinctions 

and semantic connections explicit, but also can help the designer in the composition task. 
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2.2.3 Adaptive process optimization 

The provision of adaptable service compositions, including heterogeneous service types, calls for 

novel approaches supporting the reuse of services and available information sources. This 

requirement is addressed in ENVISION by the Execution Infrastructure middleware. A set of 

components provide adaptive process optimization functionality by relying on semantic 

annotations and advanced algorithms. This solution will be evaluated within the context of 

environmental models published as Web services which constitutes the application domain of the 

ENVISION project. However, the infrastructure will be application domain independent, in order to 

allow its reuse within other contexts. The adaptation strategy is specified and configured at 

deployment time, using WS-BPEL
2
 based constructs. 

 

                                            
2
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsbpel/2.0/wsbpel-v2.0.html 
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3 Ontology engineering 

In this deliverable, we discuss the ontology engineering strategy selected for ENVISION, and 

explain how the ontologies are deployed and utilized in the platform. An alternative to build an 

ontology from scratch following these steps is to adapt an existing one using an ontology editor. 

In the ENVISION infrastructure, users will be able to import ontologies using the Resource Portlet. 

3.1 Background 

In ENVISION, ontologies are used to make resources, e.g. data or services, machine-

interpretable [3] and enable complex queries on them [4] to ensure semantic interoperability. 

Ontology engineering addresses the representation of knowledge in form of explicit, formal 

descriptions. The building methods and their results may differ depending on the domain and 

application. 

 

In the SWING project
3
, the METHONTOLOGY approach was successfully used [5] (see figure 2). 

The process was tedious and time-consuming. As a result, extensive and complex ontologies 

were created. The Conceptualization step took most of the time of the entire ontology 

development process. Face to face discussions between ontology developers and domain 

experts were required to ensure a suitable formalization for both domain and application. Similar 

to the software development process, ontology engineering is not a sequential process. During 

the implementation of the identified concepts, relations, and rules, ontology engineers found 

inconsistencies, e.g. logical gaps or missing concepts implying further discussions between both 

parties. 

 

The approach of ENVISION goes away from these huge and complex ontologies and focuses on 

“naive” ontologies. The term “naive” is used to highlight the simplicity of the ontologies developed 

with this solution compared to the results in SWING. We want to support users, who are neither 

domain experts nor ontology engineers, in creating ontologies for their purpose. The proposed 

naive ontology approach presented in the next section involves a user-driven ontology definition 

based on advanced methods of text analysis and ontology alignment. In section 3.3, we explain 

how ontologies are created or imported using the ENVISION platform. 

 

 

                                            
3
http://138.232.65.156/swing/ 

http://138.232.65.156/swing/
http://138.232.65.156/swing/
http://138.232.65.156/swing/
http://138.232.65.156/swing/
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Figure 2: METHONTOLOGY steps (from [6]) 

 

3.2 A modular ontology approach: simple ontologies 

The approach to ontology engineering in SWING resulted in extensive domain ontologies 

capturing a wide range of concepts related to mining, industry, conservation, and more. While the 

building process was by itself interesting (since it involved extensive discussions with the domain 

experts, in this case geologists), it didn’t really proved usefulness for the end user application. 

The visualization of the ontologies for the semantic annotation has been challenging; the number 

of concepts were simply overwhelming (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Example of the visualization of one domain ontology created for SWING (from [6]) 

 

Even though one could argue that more comprehensive ontologies might enable more precise 

reasoning, and therefore also better discovery results, we experienced that the benefits of 

creating and maintaining these ontologies did not justify the effort. Moreover, the semantic 

annotation was usually built on small subset of the concepts. 

 

In ENVISION we have therefore decided to follow a more simplistic approach for the creation of 

the ontologies. The vocabularies are very narrow in scope, and only reflect the actual needs of 

the application. In the case of a semantic annotation, the ontology should only contain the 

concepts which are needed to sufficiently describe the elements in the Web service data model. 

 

The minimal ontologies will be much more useful if they are aligned to foundational ontologies 

such as DOLCE
4
. DOLCE provides a framework of common sense concepts and relations, which 

the minimal ontologies extend and specialise. In section 7 we discuss how to create mappings 

between different vocabularies to enable reasoning across scenarios. 

                                            
4
 http://www.loa-cnr.it/DOLCE.html 
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3.3 Ontology management in ENVISION 

This section presents how to address the use of ontologies in the ENVISION context. First, some 

basic steps to create a new ontology from scratch are described. Next, we introduce how to 

import an existing ontology to be used in our platform.  

3.3.1 Create a new ontology 

In ENVISION existing tools (e.g. WSMO Studio) for the creation of ontologies are used. Moreover, 

we focus on methods to gain domain knowledge which will be modeled and formalized. Following 

sections explain the ontology development steps in more detail, and present tools (Concept 

Sugestion Portlet, section 3.3.1.2) and methods (alignment question game, section 3.3.1.3) 

developed in our project to support users in the creation of ontologies. Figure 4 represents a 

conceptual workflow for the creation of a new ontology. These steps are not implemented as part 

of the ENVISION infrastructure, but some implementation work has been carried out for the 

concept collection. The described methodology for aligning concepts to foundational ontologies 

will be also implemented as a Portlet which will be fed with the results of the concept collection. 

The formalization of the ontology will be performed on an external ontology editor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.1.1 Identify scope 

Identifying the scope is an important step when creating an ontology from scratch. In ENVISION 

ontologies are used to semantically describe the input and output of Web services within a 

service chain. Semantic annotations link the user-specific domain vocabulary with the Web 

service via resource ontologies modeling the data schema of a service. ENVISION deliverables 

4.1 and 4.2 addressed different annotation possibilities concerning OGC Web services. 

 

The choice of the ontology depends on the target application. In the case of semantically 

annotating a Web service, the user requires knowledge about the schema of the service. Next 

steps deal with the identification of properties which are relevant and have to be semantically 

annotated. 

3.3.1.2 Collect concepts 

In ENVISION we try to avoid an exhaustive time-consuming “conceptualization” phase. Instead, 

we propose an automatic suggestion of topic-related concepts without the need of long 

discussions between domain experts and ontology engineers. This procedure is based on 

document-based text mining methodologies [22]. Based on user-specific keywords, relevant 

documents are fetched. Text mining functions are used to suggest topic-related concepts to the 

 
Ontology 

formalization 

 
Align 

concepts 

 
Collect 

concepts 

 
Identify 
scope 

Figure 4: The four stages of the ontology development process 
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user. This section deals with the realization of the “concept suggestion” introduced in deliverable 

4.1. Figure 5 outlines the user interactions as an activity diagram. 

 

 

Figure 5: Activity diagram for the Concept Suggestion process 

 

The Concept Suggestion is implemented as a Portlet (specification introduced in deliverable 4.1). 

This enables the availability in the ENVISION Portal and avoids the use of external tools. The 

suggestion starts when the user clicks the “Get Suggestions” button. A Web service is used to 

retrieve documents related to the keywords of the user. The Web service development is based 

on OntoGen [7] text-mining components as described in ENVISION deliverable 4.2. The first two 

steps of the procedure consist of acquisition and hierarchical clustering of documents. The 

service is based on the Yahoo API and is currently available online
5
. The user has to provide a 

set of keywords which describe the domain of interest. The Web service returns a set of 

                                            
5
 http://vihar.ijs.si/liqunWS/Service.asmx 
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documents, obtained via a Web search engine, corresponding to the user’s keywords. These 

documents can either be then used in OntoGen or by a hierarchical clustering algorithm 

producing a taxonomy of domain-specific topics. The result is sent to a servlet performing the 

Concept Suggestion based on the retrieved documents. Textual content of the retrieved 

documents is then processed using bag-of-words utility to derive their vector-space 

representation. Finally, the search results are clustered using k-means and the web-service 

returns the resulting clusters. Most frequent terms are displayed as a concept list within the 

Portlet. Some results of the Concept Suggestion tool applied to the oil spill use case of 

ENVISION can be found in the Appendix (see section 9.3). 

3.3.1.3 Align concepts to DOLCE 

Foundational ontologies provide a common and well adapted vocabulary to enable a better 

understanding and matching of domain concepts. We identified the ontology alignment as an 

important step to structure the growing amount of domain ontologies which are mostly not 

anchored [8]. Two ways exist to align local ontologies to concepts of a global vocabulary. The top-

down approach is used in most of the cases. Experts choose a commonly shared vocabulary, e.g. 

the General Formal Ontology (GFO) [9], the Object-Centered High-level Reference Ontology 

(OCHRE) [10], OpenCyc [11], the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [12], or the Basic 

Formal Ontology (BFO) [13], and use the provided concepts and relations to start with their own 

representation of a domain. If domain concepts already exist, the bottom-up approach is applied 

to link the specific vocabulary to a more common one. 

 

In deliverable 4.1 and 4.2, DOLCE is introduced as the foundational ontology used in ENVISION. 

Most users do not know the meaning of the DOLCE concepts. In such cases, it is a time-

consuming process for them to align their concepts to the related DOLCE concepts. We 

developed a simple question game to support the user in the alignment of their knowledge 

conceptualization to a global vocabulary. The question game is based on the DOLCE concepts. 

The DOLCE foundational ontology can be represented as a tree structure because of the 

taxonomical relations between its concepts. “Particular” represents the root node of the DOLCE 

tree. We developed a “yes-or-no” question for every node of the tree. Figure 6 shows part of the 

upper-level concepts in DOLCE. 
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Figure 6: Taxonomy of the upper-level concepts in DOLCE (from [14]) 

 

For every domain concept, the game starts at the first level (one level below the root node). Every 

level is parsed from the left to the right, and for every node the user has to answer a question. If 

the user answers “yes”, the game continues at the next level using only the sub-nodes of the 

node whose question was answered with “yes”. If no sub-nodes exist, the user found the most 

appropriate DOLCE concept for the aligment of the related domain concept. If the answer is “no”, 

the user is asked the next question of the node to the right of the actual node. If there is no node 

available anymore, the previously node, answered with “yes” is identified as the most appropriate 

concept for the alignment of the related domain concept. The user repeats the question game 

until all concepts of her domain ontology are aligned. Figure 7 shows an example of a decision 

graph. 

 

 

Figure 7: An example of the question game exemplified in the DOLCE taxonomy 

 
The user actions to align a domain ontology to a foundational ontology using the question game 

are presented in figure 8 as an activity diagram. 
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Figure 8: The activity diagram showing the actions of the alignment of a domain concept 

 

3.3.1.4 Ontology formalization 

At this point of the ontology development process, we assisted the user in collecting concepts 

and aligning them to upper-level ontologies. This last step covers the formalization of an ontology, 

i.e. the translation from the user’s representation of a conceptualization into a descriptive 

language which supports reasoning. Ontologies are encoded in RDF(S)
6
 in ENVISION, as 

described in deliverable 4.2. There are different ways to encode conceptualizations in RDF(S). 

Protégé
7
 produces directly RDF(S) ontologies through the RDF Backend plugin

8
. This avoids the 

manual translation of ontologies into RDF(S). The ontologies created in ENVISION are generated 

using the Web Service Modeling Language (WSML)
9
 in a first step. Deliverables 4.1 and 4.2 

include some WSML examples. Through the use of the wsl4j parser (part of the SOA4ALL 

project
10

), the ontologies are translated from WSML into RDF(S). The usual representation of 

WSML is plain text which ensures that an ontology engineer can use ordinary text editors to 

create WSML ontologies. Next, we present how a WSML ontology is created using WSMT
11

 

based on a simple example. 

 

                                            
6
The RDF Schema is available at http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ 

7
Protégé is available at http://protege.stanford.edu/ 

8
Information about the RDF Backend plugin is available at: 

http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/RDF_Backend 
9
WSML is available at http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/ 

10
SOA4ALL FP7 EU project is available at http://www.soa4all.eu/ 

11
WSMT is available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsmt/ 
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The following introduction into WSML is extracted from [15]. In the example, the Simpsons 

ontology
12

 (part of the WSMT examples) is reused. The ontology represents the characters, 

actors, and places of the popular television series “The Simpsons”. Starting with the definition of 

the basic syntax elements, we choose a WSML variant
13

, set a namespace, and specify some 

non-functional properties to describe our ontology. Listing 1 depicts that WSML-Flight has been 

selected. The namespaces are separated with commas. The properties include information like 

creator, title, or description. The “wsmlVariant” and the “namespace” are mandatory elements. 

The optional element “nonFunctionalProperties” includes metadata about the ontology. 

 
wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-flight" 

namespace { _"http://ontologies.sti2.at/",  

     wsml _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax#",  

     dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" } 

 

ontology simpsons 

     nonFunctionalProperties 

          dc#creator hasValue "Mick Kerrigan" 

          dc#type hasValue _"http://www.wsmo.org/2004/d2#ontologies" 

          dc#description hasValue "An ontology of the characters, actors and places in 

the Simpsons" 

          dc#identifier hasValue simpsons 

          dc#publisher hasValue "STI Innsbruck" 

          dc#subject hasValue "The Simpsons" 

          wsml#version hasValue "1.0" 

          dc#language hasValue "en-UK" 

          dc#title hasValue "The Simpsons Ontology" 

          dc#date hasValue "2006-05-03" 

     endNonFunctionalProperties 

…  

Listing 1: Header example of a WSML ontology about The Simpsons 

 

Concepts are specified by the term “concept” followed by a name. To enable alignment with 

foundational vocabularies, WSML supports the user with the relation “subConceptOf”. Attributes 

of concepts are either other concepts (like suggested DOLCE concepts) or WSML data types
14

. 

They are linked via relations that can be defined within a concept definition or independently 

through the term “relation”. Relations can be constrained by the use of cardinalities. A snippet of 

the concept definitions is shown in listing 2. WSML concepts are only differentiated by their 

names. Using only properties of concepts as identity criteria is not supported. Properties are 

described due to relations and a related type. The type can be a further ontology or a simple data 

type, e.g. “_string” for text values. 

 
… 

concept place 

     hasName ofType _string 

 

                                            
12

This ontology is created by Mick Kerrigan and published by STI Innsbruck. 
13

 A syntactic subset of WSML. 
14

WSML data types are available at: http://www.wsmo.org/TR/d16/d16.1/v1.0/\#sec:wsml-builtin-

datatypes 
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concept town subConceptOf place 

     hasMayor ofType character 

     hasPoliceChief ofType character 

 

concept workplace subConceptOf place 

     hasOwner ofType character 

     hasLocation ofType town 

 

concept school subConceptOf place 

     hasPrinciple ofType character 

     hasLocation ofType town 

… 

Listing 2: WSML concept definition example 

 

After specifying the concepts, rules (axioms) can be added to the ontology. A rule starts with the 

term “axiom” and is followed by a name. The proper rule is initiated by the term “definedBy”. 

Listing 3 presents an axiom example. The axiom defines that the place where a character is 

principle of is also his working place. Axioms constrain a modeled reality. The variables with a 

prefixed question mark are concrete instances of concepts, e.g. ?x. A concept is declared with the 

“memberOf” relation. The attributes of an instance are specified within squared brackets. The 

“implies” term introduces a consequence if all statements before are true. If instances are added 

to the ontology, a reasoner checks whether the instances violates the constraints expressed by 

the axioms. 

 
… 

axiom principles_work_too 

     definedBy  

          ?x[principleOf hasValue ?y] memberOf character implies 

    ?x[hasWorkingPlace hasValue ?y]. 

… 

Listing 3: Example of a WSML axiom 

 

Finally, some instances representing the defined concepts are required. Listing 4 shows an 

instance of the world of the Simpsons. Instances are reification of concepts. They are related to 

other instances or data values via the predefined properties of the concepts they are member of. 

We are then able to do queries on the ontology. Questions like “Who works at the Springfield 

elementary school?'' or “Which characters are dubbed by Dan Castellaneta?'' can be answered. 

In figure 9, the query and the result, according to the second question are visualized. 

 
… 

instance moes_tavern memberOf workplace 

     nonFunctionalProperties 

          dc#title hasValue "Moe's Tavern" 

     endNonFunctionalProperties 

     hasName hasValue "Moe's Tavern" 

     hasOwner hasValue moe_szyslak 

     hasLocation hasValue springfield 

… 

Listing 4: Example of WSML instances 
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Figure 9: Characters dubbed by Dan Castellaneta in The Simpsons 

 

An automatic or semi-automatic creation of concept properties, i.e. attributes, is not supported yet. 

Currently, we are studying the possibility of property suggestion based on super concepts. The 

translation from WSML ontologies into RDF(S) is still not available for the end user of the 

ENVISION platform. We will integrate this translation into the system to support users with an 

automatic transformation in the near future. 

3.3.2 Import an existing ontology into ENVISION 

The Resource Portlet is build on top of the Resource API (rAPI) and manages the user’s 

collection of resources. This includes, besides Web service descriptions and drafts of BPEL 

compositions, the ontologies which are used for the annotation of Web services. The resource 

collection is stored in a remote repository uniquely identified by the user’s email address. The 

repository is compliant to the Java Content Repository
15

 (JCR) standard; the open source 

implementation Apache Jackrabbit
16

 has been selected for ENVISION. The platform also supports 

importing external ontologies if no adequate ontologies are in the user resource collection. These 

remote ontologies can be encoded in various ontology languages such as WSML, OWL and 

RDF-S. As introduced above, they might not sufficiently describe the elements in the Web service 

data model. Adapting them to the user’s purpose requires a modification process. ENVISION 

does not provide components to edit them, but supports exporting the ontologies to the user ’s 

local hard drive. Users are then able to perform an offline modification with an ontology editor tool 

such as Protégé. How to import remote ontologies, as well as locally modified ontologies, was 

described in this section. Instructions to install the Protégé server and client can be found in the 

Appendix (see section 9.4). 

 

                                            
15

http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=283 
16

http://jackrabbit.apache.org/ 
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3.3.2.1 Import remote ontology 

In ENVISION we assume that the domain experts are aware of existing remote ontologies fitting 

their needs. Importing such ontologies is supported by the Resource Portlet. The import process 

is illustrated in figure 10 by an activity diagram. 

  
Figure 10: Workflow of importing a remote ontology 

 

The user’s resource collection is shown in the Resource Portlet. By pushing the “Add Resource” 

button, a new window appears showing a list of supported resource types. After selecting the 

appropriate one, e.g. “WSML Domain Ontology”, the URL pointing to the ontology has to be 

defined. The import process creates a copy of the specified ontology that is only valid in the 

user’s namespace (defined by the location of his resource collection in the JCR). The clone 

process loads the remote ontology, and creates a copy of each concept. Namespaces are 

changed to the user’s namespace afterwards. The concept is linked back to the original concept 

via an owl:equivalentClass relation. Creating a copy of the ontology in the user’s namespace 

keeps the ontologies consistent. Eventual changes are directly written into the user ’s ontology, 

but do not affect the original one. Finally, the ontology will be stored in the backend JCR. Since 

any changes are synchronized through the rAPI, they are displayed in the Resource Portlet as 

well.  

3.3.2.2 Re-Import modified ontology 

If the ontology is not specific enough for the use case, the domain expert has to modify it. Since 

ENVISION does not provide any online ontology editor, the user has to maintain the ontology 

offline. The Resource Portlet (introduced in deliverable 4.2) allows saving the ontology to the 

user’s local hard drive in order to perform the changes in locally installed ontology editors such as 

WSMT (for ontologies encoded in WSML). After the modification process, the user is able to re-

import the changed ontology via the Resource Portlet. Ontologies are stored in a certain ontology 

folder in the remote repository. 
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4 Description of environmental models 

One of the main goals of ENVISION is to enable semantic discovery and adaptive service 

chaining of environmental services by the use of ontologies. This chapter will focus on the 

characteristics of the two service compositions in the landslide and oil spill scenario. For this 

approach, a detailed analysis into the respective data and processing services, model input data, 

and the resulting service chain in the ENVISION infrastructure is necessary. Through this 

chaining mechanism, users are easily able to compose new environmental models. In order to 

deal with the problems caused by semantic heterogeneities during the discovery and chaining of 

services, ontologies have to be established to provide interoperability. Both of the following use 

case scenarios were firstly described in the ENVISION deliverable 1.1. In this section the focus is 

on the current status of the models regarding the annotation process. 

4.1 Oil spill service composition 

One scenario in the ENVISION project is concerned about the impact of oil spills on cod 

populations, which is only one of the severe environmental, social, and economic consequences 

of the accidental oil release to the sea. For the decision making in the case of oil spill, it is 

essential to be able to predict the effects of the spilled oil. The OSCAR (Oil Spill Contingency and 

Response) Model is used in the scenario, which consists of two model parts: 

 

1.      Predict Oil Drift Model 

2.      Predict Cod Effects Model 

 

The PredictOilDrift Model predicts the oil spill concentration due to several influences, such as 

weather and sea conditions. The Predict Cod Effects takes this oil drift prediction as input and 

models the uptake of oil components by cod eggs and larvae. The whole workflow was already 

described in the ENVISION deliverable 1.1. Due to the complexity of the OSCAR model, it is not 

possible to exchange all data needed in the simulation with dynamic data services for the two 

model parts. In the following, the two model parts and the whole workflow are presented more 

precisely
17

. 

4.1.1 Predict Oil Drift Model 

The Predict Oil Drift (POD) Model is implemented in the POD WSDL Web Service, which will be 

available online
18

 in near future. This service currently receives two types of data inputs. On the 

one hand, the input for required Wind forecast, Current forecast, Sea depth and Coast line data is 

either provided by Web services or already integrated data sources in the model. On the other 

hand, manual configuration by the user with information about the oil spill parameters (e.g. 

release, oil type) and spill information (e.g. location, duration) are required for the execution. The 

different data and processing services of the POD workflow are depicted in figure 11. 

 

                                            
17

 An updated version of the workflow for the oil spills scenario will be maintained at 
http://envision.brgm-rec.fr/OS-UseCase_Workflow.aspx. 
18

 http://giv-wfs.uni-muenster.de/PredictOilDrift/ 
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Figure 11: Components of the Oil Spill workflow 

 

The user’s input is provided as Simple Data Types in XML. This OilSpillInput information contains 

data about the Simulationinfo, Scenario and SpillInfo. The listing 5 shows the structure and types 

of the input and output data of the POD Service. 

  
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><!-- Published by JAX-WS RI at http://jax-

ws.dev.java.net. RI's version is JAX-WS RI 2.1.3-b02-. --><xs:schema 

xmlns:tns="http://org.sintef.no/sisas/types/oilspillws/" 

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" version="1.0" 

targetNamespace="http://org.sintef.no/sisas/types/oilspillws/"> 

  

<xs:complexType name="OilSpillInput"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="simulationinfo" type="tns:SimulationInfo"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="scenario" type="xs:string"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="spillinfo" type="tns:SpillInfo"></xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 
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</xs:complexType> 

  

<xs:complexType name="SimulationInfo"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="period" type="xs:integer"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="start" type="xs:string"></xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

  

<xs:complexType name="SpillInfo"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="releaseinfo" type="tns:ReleaseInfo" maxOccurs="unbounded"></xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

  

<xs:complexType name="ReleaseInfo"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="amount" type="xs:double"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="oilType" type="xs:string"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="spillTime" type="xs:string"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="depth" type="xs:double"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="location" type="tns:Location"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="duration" type="xs:double"></xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

  

<xs:complexType name="Location"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="degreesLongitude" type="xs:integer"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="degreesLatitude" type="xs:integer"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="minutesLongitude" type="xs:integer"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="minutesLatitude" type="xs:integer"></xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

  

<xs:complexType name="OilDriftResult"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element xmlns:ns1="http://www.w3.org/2005/05/xmlmime" name="resultData" 

ns1:expectedContentTypes="application/octet-stream" type="xs:base64Binary"></xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:schema> 

Listing 5: XML Schema of the input oilspill parameters from the user for the simulation 

 

After the execution, the simulation fetches the necessary data for wind and current forecast as 

Grid time series provided by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute
19

. The result of the POD 

Service is the link to a Grid time-series file (NetCDF
20

), which contains the prediction of the oil 

drift and is a binary gridded format for the exchange of scientific data. This file contains the oil drift 

prediction with the oil concentration in water column, oil slick position and mass balance for a 

                                            
19

http://met.no 
20

http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/ 
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continuous simulation time series. The result file is then used in the second model part, the Cod 

Effects Prediction model, together with Cod Species and population data. 

4.1.2 Predict Cod Effects Model 

The Predict Cod Effects Model simulates the damage caused by an oil spill to cod populations. 

The absorption of oil components by cod individuals is modelled by calculating the organisms’ 

exposure to the oil concentrations in the water column. Toxicity is modelled by simulating Critical 

Body Residue (CBR) per oil component and in total, and lethality is derived from that. Two inputs 

are needed to perform the simulation: the oil drift prediction, which is provided as netCDF (see 

figure 11), and data about the cod species living in the area. The latter consists of key species 

data for cod (individual weight and fat content), and population data (spawning areas).The Web 

service offering the functionalities of this model is not available yet. 

 

4.2 Landslides service composition 

The second scenario in the ENVISION Project is concerned about landslide risk caused by 

ground instabilities in hilly and mountainous regions. Risk associated with ground movements is 

expected to increase in the next decades because of different effects of climate change, e.g. 

hydro-meteorological events such as storms, hurricanes, and floods. Therefore landslide hazard 

and risk assessment are necessary for effective planning and risk management. The landslide 

decision support tool, realized through the service composition, will help to decide whether a road 

crossing a region prone to landslides shall be closed or not. In the following, the components of 

the resulting service composition for the decision making will be explained in detail. Furthermore, 

a description for the scenario and services links can also be found at http://envision.brgm-rec.fr/. 

 

The workflow of the landslide scenario consists of several processing services and corresponding 

data services in order to produce the landslide risk map. The whole workflow is depicted in figure 

12
21

. 

 

                                            
21

 An updated version of the workflow for the landslide scenario will be maintained at 
http://envision.brgm-rec.fr/LS-UseCase_Workflow.aspx. 
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Figure 12: Components of the Landslide workflow 

 

Geological Model 

The basic processing service, an OGC Web Processing Service (WPS), implements a process 

called GeologicalModelling that computes the different surfaces of the geological bodies of the 

studied subsoil. The inputs of this service are provided by several data services. The WCS for 

Digital Elevation Model Data (Grid Data) gives a DEM of the study area encoded in grid data as 
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GeoTiff. This service is provided by BRGM and it is available online
22

. A WFS for Geology Data 

provides geological information about the superficial surface encoded in an O&M feature 

collection
23

. The borehole data, which gives the geological information about sub-soil will be 

provided by a WFS for boreholes. The output of the WPS results in a geological technical model 

encoded as grid data in Tiff format. These data are used as input for a WPS in the service chain, 

which computes the landslide probability. This WPS takes two input data sources, on the one 

hand the aforementioned technical model, and on the other hand a groundwater level map from a 

WPS for Hydrological Modelling. 

HydrologicalModelling 

The WPS for HydrologicalModelling
24

 simulates the main mechanisms of the water cycle in a 

catchment basin (precipitation, evapotranspiration, infiltration, underground flow) by a system of 

reservoir. A precipitation data series encoded in GML is used as input for the service, which 

results in a groundwater level map in Tiff format. 

Computation of a map of probabilities of landsliding 

The computation of the WPS is based is based on 2D static mechanical analysis using methods 

of slices, carried out on every topographical profile (cross section of a hill slope) over the study 

area. The safety factor (SF) is is an overall measure of stability which is equal to the ratio of 

shear stress to the shear strength required for equilibrium and an overall measure of stability: SF 

smaller than 1 is equivalent to instability. The general probability of landsliding is the probability of 

SF being smaller than 1. The WPS takes the geotechnical model and Groundwater level map as 

gridded input data in image/tiff format and produces a map of safety factors (SF) or probabilities 

of landsliding as well in image/tiff format
24

. This safety map is then included as input data for the 

Runout Modelling WPS. 

Runout Modelling 

This WPS aims at assessing the probability of a given point being reached by propagated 

landslides
24

. The map of probabilities of landsliding provides the zones where the propagations of 

landslides start. From these starting zones, the travel paths of the sliding masses are calculated 

over the study area. On the basis of the Digital Elevation Model from the GeologicalModel WPS 

and the map of landsliding probabilites, the service calculates a Landslide hazard map as Grid in 

image/tiff format, which is used in the last WPS in the service chain, the Damage Calculation 

service. 

Damage Calculation 

The Damage Calculation Service
24

 consists in computing the the probability that a linear element 

or its sections are damaged by landslides. The input data for this function are the landslide 

hazard map in image/tiff format and a map of exposed elements with a vulnerability function for 

every type of element as vector data encoded in GML. The output is a damage map where a 

probability of a certain level of damage is associated with every element at risk, as well in vector 

format/gml. 

                                            
22

 http://swing.brgm.fr/ows/srtm 
23

 http://mapsref.brgm.fr/wxs/envision/envision 
24

 http://envision-wps.brgm-rec.fr/WPS.NET/WPService.asmx/WPS 

http://mapdmzrec.brgm.fr/cgi-bin/mapserv54?map=/carto/envision/mapFiles/GLP_Geology.map
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5 Description of ontology development 

The ontology infrastructure of the ENVISION project aims mainly at assisting domain experts 

creating their domain ontologies and aligning them to foundational ontologies, rather than provide 

fully functional domain ontologies. Thus, it is not focusing on establishing heavyweight domain 

ontologies for the oil spill and the landslide scenarios, but on providing users with the essential 

functionalities for creating individual, lightweight and flexible ontologies. 

 

As described in section 3.3.1, domain experts should be given the possibility to get many related 

concepts by a concept suggestion tool. In the next step, the user will be guided to align the 

chosen concepts to DOLCE via a question answering game. To finalize the ontology creation part, 

a tool for establishing relations among the concepts to refine the ontology will be provided. The 

current section describes the current activities in the ENVISION project to provide ontologies for 

the two use case scenarios. 

 

Ontologies play a crucial role for some of the activities performed within the ENVISION platform 

related to the scenarios. They support users in the semantic discovery of Web services used for 

the scenario compositions (described in Deliverable 5.4). They will be potentially used for the 

creation of those scenario compositions (as suggested in D3.3, section 5.1: “Future versions of 

the mediation portlet may take advantage of semantic annotations, such as WSMO, RDF, OWL-S, 

so that the matching process becomes even more precise.”). Additionally, ontologies will be used 

in the execution of the scenario compositions by the Semantic Context Space Engine (as 

described in D6.3, section 2.1.2). 

5.1 Oil spills pilot     

This section presents the work in ENVISION to provide sound ontologies describing the oil spill 

pilot. As a result of collaboration between JSI and SINTEF, a topic ontology created with OntoGen 

is introduced in section 5.1.1. The appendix includes an example on how to use that topic 

ontology to annotate the PredictOilDrift Web service (see section “Annotation of PredictOilDrift 

Web service using topic ontologies”). Building upon the results from this previous work, UoM 

applied the methodology described in section 3 to the oil spill workflow.  

5.1.1 Preliminary results of building an oil spill ontology using Onto-
Gen 

The data that has been used as input data for OntoGen was obtained from three documents 

provided by the domain experts: 

● one technical description: Technical Description of Models Operating in the Marine Envi-

ronmental Modeling Workbench (MEMW) 

● one user manual: SINTEF MEMW - User manual version 5.0 

● one scientific article [16] 

 

These documents have been pre-processed in order to create smaller and more specific 

documents. Therefore, each paragraph was considered as a separate document, resulting in a 
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set of 1055 documents which represented the input for OntoGen. The distribution of input set on 

the original documents is: 61% technical description, 32% user manual, 7% scientific article. As a 

consequence of the content of technical description and user manual type of documents, several 

words have been identified as irrelevant for the oil spill domain. These documents have been 

added as a custom stop word list to Ontogen in order to be ignored by the underlying algorithms. 

A sample of this stop word list is the following: button, click, integer, open, save, etc. 

 

The concept visualization for the input set of documents is illustrated in the figure 13. This 

visualization represents a rough guide, but it doesn’t take into consideration the stop-word 

introduced. However, we can still observe four groups of documents (the lighter areas), although 

they might not have their exact corresponding concepts in the ontology. Most of them are related 

to characteristics of oil and oil spills (concentration – left group; oil slick, spreading – right group; 

depth, current – upper groups). Based on this visualization an initial ontology has been build 

using the OntoGen concept suggestion feature. 
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Figure 13: Visualization for the input set of documents with OntoGen 

 

In the figure below the preliminary oil spill topic ontology is illustrated. This ontology is a refined 

version of the initial OntoGen output. Together with a domain expert, several changes have been 

done to the initial ontology: more significant names for concepts were given, the hierarchy of 

concepts was changed, and some of the concepts not related to the ENVISION use case were 

removed. 

The refined ontology depicted in figure 14 contains relevant concepts for the oil spill domain. It 

should be noted however that the ontology in its current stage is not complete. 
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Figure 14: Preliminary ontology for the oil spill scenario 

 

The list of keywords for the concepts from the first level of the ontology is shown in table 1. 

 

Table 1: List of keywords for the first level concepts 

Concept Keywords 

Oil spill oil, spill, oil_spill, particle, spreading, slick, droplet, surface, 

dispersant, water 

Oil spill 

characteristics 

concentration, components, sequence, effective, layout, 

pnec, dispersant, include, masses, fish 

Environmental 

conditions 

depth, current, release, winds, parameters, defined, create, 

formation, habitat, case 

Oil type point, items, boiling, marked, label, fractions, size, normal 

 

5.1.2 Creating an ontology for the oil spill scenario 

The purpose of the oil spill environmental model is to predict the oil drift and assess the potential 

effects for the cod. Thus, we need to set up two lightweight ontologies in the scope of oil drift 

prediction and the cod effect prediction with only the concepts which are useful in the tasks. After 

defining the scope, we started the concept collection with the help of the Web service prototype 

which provides the user with the concept suggestions (see section 3.3.1.2). Due to the simple 

approach adopted in this prototype, the suggestion results are not precise enough for us to build 

a suitable ontology (see section 5.3). Based on the preliminary oil spill ontology described in 
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section 5.1.1, we set up an extended concept list. According to the collection result, the concepts 

used in the ontologies are listed in table 2. 

 

Table 2: Extended concept list for oil spill workflow 

Models Concepts  

Oil Drift Prediction Oil Drift 

Oil Spill 

Location 

Spill Time 

Duration 

Amount of Oil 

Chemical Quality 

Oil Type 

Mass 

Density 

Viscosity 

Concentration 

Cause 

Accident 

Human Factor 

Natural Cause 

Structural Cause 

Wind Forecast 

Wind Speed 

Wind Direction 

Sea (Ocean) 

Sea Depth 

Coast Line 

Response Facility 

Cod Effects Prediction Oil Drift 

Location 

Sanctuary 

Response Facility  

Cod 

Cod Species 

Weight 

Population 

 

Next step is to align the concepts to the top-level ontology DOLCE. Following the question game 

approach (see section 3.3.1.3), each concept goes through a list of questions which are 

supposed to be answered using “Yes” or “No”, and at the end be classified as subconcepts of 

some DOLCE class. The question game is being developed as a M.Sc. thesis at UoM and will be 

reported in upcoming deliverables. Table 3 shows the results of the alignment. 

 

Table 3: Alignment of oil spill concepts to DOLCE ontology 

Domain concepts DOLCE concepts 

Oil Drift Process 

Oil Spill Accomplishment 

Location Spatial Quality 

Spill Time 

Duration 

Temporal Quality 

Amount of Oil Amount of Matter 

Chemical Quality 

Oil Type 

Mass 

Density 

Viscosity  

Concentration 

Wind speed 

Wind direction 

Sea Depth 

Cod Species 

Weight 

Population 

Physical Quality 

Coast Line 

Sea (Ocean) 

Physical Endurant 
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Response Facility 

Wind Forecast Event 

Cause 
Natural Cause 
Structure Cause 

Accident 
Human Factor 

Achievement 

Sanctuary Region 

Cod Physical Object 

 

Some relations among the concepts can be inferred after the alignment. By manual checking, 

additional relations which may benefit the scenario are also added. The resulting ontology used 

for oil drift prediction is shown in figure 15 with the concepts aligned to DOLCE. The concepts in 

DOLCE are shown in green color, and “is-a” relations are used to illustrate the result of the 

alignment. These relations are transitive, e.g. the Concentration is a subConceptOf 

ChemicalQuality which is aligned to the PhysicalQuality in DOLCE, hence the Concentration is 

also a PhysicalQuality. 

 

 

Figure 15: Resulting ontology for oil drift prediction 

 

Similarly, the ontology for cod effect predictions is shown in figure 16. Since we can reuse the 

concepts in the first ontology, this one is even simpler. 
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Figure 16: Resulting ontology for cod effect prediction 

                                                

5.2 Landslides pilot 

In this section the methodology of creating ontologies described in section 3 is applied to the 

landslides use case. Notice that the methodology is based on using components of the OntoGen 

system that was previously applied on the landslide use case, as described in ENVISION 

deliverable 4.2. Five processing services are used: geological modelling, hydrological modelling, 

computation of maps of safety factors, runout modelling, and damage calculation. It would be 

desirable to have one ontology for all this services but currently, smaller ontologies for each one 

are created as a starting point. One of the basic steps of the ontology creation part is the 

collection of concepts. For each of the processing services that have been described in previous 

sections, concept maps are shown in the figures below pointing out the main concepts that could 

be used for their description. The next step consists of the alignment of these concepts to DOLCE. 

As described in previous section, this alignment process will be guided by a question game 

assisting users in this task. Currently, this step is done manually by experts familiar with the 

DOLCE ontology. One benefit of aligning concepts to DOLCE is that relations among concepts 

can be established easier. Table 4 contains the results of the alignment. 

 

Table 4: Alignment of landslide risk concepts to DOLCE ontology 

Domain concepts DOLCE concepts 

Water Cycle 

Flood 

Rainfall 

Evaporation 

Transpiration 

Flow 

Erosion 

Sloping 

Ground Movement 

Process 

Hazards 

Risks 

Landslide 

Hazards  

Probability of Landslides 

Damage Calculations  

Probability 

Abstract 
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Services Non-Physical Object 

Time Temporal Quality 

Soil  

Mineral Deposits 

Amount of Matter 

Fluid Saturation 

Flow Direction  

Soil Moisture  

Water Type 

Landslide Type 

Cementation Factors  

Permeability  

Vegetation Type  

Rock Type  

Reservoir Quality 

Physical Quality 

Probability Maps of Landslides 

Groundwater Level Map 

Geotechnical Model 

Physical Realization 

Region  

Watershed 

Zones  

Water Reservoir  

Catchment Basin  

Travel Path 

Dangerous Zones 

Physical Region 

Linear Elements 

Debris 

Hillslope 

Borehole 

Physical Object 

 

In figure 17 concepts, relations and alignment results for the geological and hydrological 

modelling are shown. In figure 18 the domain ontology for the computation of maps of safety 

factors is depicted while in figure 19 and 20 those related to the runout modelling and damage 

calculation are shown respectively. 
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Figure 17: Concepts, alignment to DOLCE and relations for the geological and 

hydrological modelling 
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Figure 18: Concepts, alignment to DOLCE and relations for the computation of safety 

factors 

 

 
Figure 19: Concepts, alignment to DOLCE and relations for the runout modelling 

 

 

 
Figure 20: Concepts, alignment to DOLCE and relations for the Damage Calculations 
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5.3 Concept suggestion prototype 

We implemented a first prototype of the concept suggestion Web service with a simple user 

interface to give a relative naive representation of the proposed workflow described in section 

3.3.1.2. This prototype uses a simple keyword searching API for fetching the documents and a 

basic text clustering method to extract the concepts according to the frequency in each clustered 

result. Figure 21 depicts a snapshot of the concept suggestion portlet. The user introduces in (1) 

a list of concepts separated with commas and clicks the “Input” button. The concepts are parsed 

and depicted in different lines in (2). If the user wants to get suggestions for a subset of concepts, 

he can select them in (2) and click the “>>” button. Then, the list of selected concepts will be used 

at (3). The default number of suggestions is 10, but it can be modified at (4). By clicking the “Get 

Suggestion” button, a list of related concepts will be display at (5). 

 

 

Figure 21: Concept suggestion portlet snapshot 

 

Next, some problems that appeared during the application test are described. The text mining 

methods used in the prototype are based on the same ones as the components used in 

OntoGen
25 

desktop application. This application is a data-driven application, meaning that the 

usefulness of the suggested results strongly depends on the quality of the underlying documents 

provided by the user. It is expected that the input data reflect the scope in which the user intends 

to work on. We use the same text mining approaches as OntoGen desktop to extract the 

concepts. Therefore, fetching the qualified documents from the web becomes crucial. When using 

simple keywords for searching, some of the fetched documents contained non-scientific content. 

These documents usually contain redundant information and do not cover the scope in which the 

user intends to work on. Typically, these are documents coming from different websites, which 

describe news of a recent event. In the text mining step, pieces of those documents are likely to 

be classified into the same cluster, but this cluster usually does not represent a concept of the 

intended scope. Another issue is that the result is quite time-dependent. Information of certain 

                                            
25
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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important event appears in the result if we run the prototype within short time after the event 

happened, e.g. the place name where an oil spill just happened is likely to appear in the result 

when the search is for oil spill related terms.  
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6 Guidelines for ontology maintenance (D4.4) 

Ontologies are used for the semantic annotation procedure; annotation is done to improve 

findability through semantic discovery. The ontologies are either engineered in an ad-hoc fashion 

or imported from a remote location or another user’s resource collection. In some cases we have 

to assume that the ontologies can be not specific enough to be useful for the semantic annotation 

of a scenario Web service. Experience in other research projects such as SWING
26

 or GDI-Grid
27

 

has proven that, even though a considerable effort has been invested in integrating experts from 

the domains in question, the ontologies are hardly reusable for other applications. The ontologies 

are always created with a certain application in mind. This application can be as simple as 

semantically describing the data model of one particular dataset, or as complex as 

conceptualising the vocabulary of a whole domain (e.g. geology). But the domain experts can 

only represent one particular viewpoint on the domain. Bringing more experts into the discussion 

does not guarantee a better ontology (which would correctly represent and map in between 

different viewpoints), but a compromise which in the end may be overly simplified. 

 

Experience has also shown us that data providers are not willing to spend much time on the 

creation of metadata for their provided geospatial datasets. The implementation of INSPIRE is 

largely impaired by this issue; even though metadata editors (which are compliant to the ISO and 

INSPIRE recommendations for metadata for Spatial Data Services) exist and are integrated in the 

workflows (such as the editor integrated in the catalogue used in ENVISION), they are in many 

cases ignored. Creating sophisticated metadata is hard and time consuming, and the benefits of 

an improved findability are not immediately apparent. Expecting from these data providers to 

additionally create sophisticated domain ontologies is prone to fail. They are understandably 

reluctant to spend considerable effort to create an ontology to semantically annotate just one Web 

service. 

6.1 Defining ontology maintenance 

The traditional engineering model for ontologies is decentralized, with each team creating their 

own vocabularies which correspond to their particular requirements [17]. The increasing adoption 

of Semantic Web technologies by industry and research in order to organize and formalize 

domain knowledge is increasing the availability of vocabularies which might be, to a certain 

degree, useful for the semantic annotation in the ENVISION platform. But evolution as a 

characteristic property of knowledge is an issue for these vocabularies. As knowledge grows and 

changes over time, the vocabularies have to be updated to reflect this change and stay consistent. 

Antoniou et al. [18] distinguish between different situations where ontology maintenance may be 

required: 

“[An ontology] may need to change simply because the world has changed; in other 

cases, we may need to change the perspective under which the domain is viewed […], or 

we may discover a problem in the original conceptualization of the domain; we might also 

wish to incorporate additional functionality, according to a change in users’ needs […]; 
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furthermore, new information, which was previously unknown, classified or otherwise 

unavailable may become accessible or different features of the domain may become 

important […].'' 

 

According to the ISO/IEC 14764 definition, “software maintenance is the modification of a 

software product after delivery to correct faults, to improve performance or other attributes, or to 

adapt the product to a modified environment”. For ontologies, we can (following the ISO definition 

above) identify two major reasons to explain why maintenance might be required: the lack of 

either consistency or usefulness. 

 

The main reason for responding to change is the prevention of inconsistencies. For instance, a 

concept may be renamed within the ontology. As a result the subconcepts or the similar concept 

can become inconsistent, since they cannot be considered to be concretizations of the new 

concept. For example, renaming a concept “Vehicle” to “Car” might have been a reasonable 

change for a certain application (e.g. semantically annotating a Web service computing 

navigation instructions for cars). But the former subconcept “Bike” is not a car. Reasoners will still 

infer that bikes are cars, and the semantically supported discovery will return the car navigation 

service even though bike navigation has been explicitly stated. It seems obvious that changes 

should not lead to such inconsistencies. 

 

Inconsistencies can appear for most ontology elements, including the concept labels, the 

namespaces, the non-functional properties, the rules referring to the concepts and relations, and 

more. In SWING, we investigated the use of automatic testing methods (similar to Module Tests 

performed with software implementations) to identify the most common errors (e.g. orphan 

concepts, conflicting namespaces, relations pointing to nowhere, and mode). We also discussed 

the use of user feedback methods (e.g. identifying misspelled labels). 

 

Usefulness (or “the quality of being of practical use”, Wordnet
28

) influences the software’s usability. 

The discovery tool embedded in the ENVISION Platform is not useful if the ontologies used to 

formulate the queries do not provide the necessary vocabulary for the user to express his 

information needs. Correctly scoping the ontologies at the beginning of the ontology building 

process (see section 3) is an important step to keep them useful. But the knowledge captured in 

the ontology changes over time; the ontologies have to change accordingly. 

 

Adapting the ontology is mostly driven by the scope of an application. Some applications need 

strict, high formalized and very detailed ontologies, while others already perform with the more 

“flexible”, and less expressive taxonomies. The application also defines the formalization level of 

the ontology. Different levels of expressiveness and different languages might be needed for the 

reasoning capabilities required for the application. Formality is a key notion when discussing 

ontology reification. The more formal an ontology, the less accepted it is by the whole user 

community, as the complexity of the conceptual level is high [19]. On the other hand, the more 

end users are involved in the creation part of the ontology, the more it will be accepted. There is a 
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need for alignment with top level ontologies in order to share a common understanding and a 

better justification of the domain ontology.          

    

In the traditional ontology engineering process a small group of experts establishes the concepts 

and relations among them. Similarly, this group captures and integrates all the changes coming 

up during the evolution of the ontology to keep the ontology up to date. These steps describe the 

passive ontology evolution which is highly centralized and very time and cost intensive. An active 

ontology evolution instead subsumes immediate reactions to changes with the collaborative work 

of many users. It builds on the idea that people are keen on publishing content on the web, and 

leave traces of information which can be aggregated and analysed to semi-automatically build 

new vocabularies. Examples are Folksonomies which are the result of the aggregation of tags on 

platforms such as del.icio.us, CiteULike, Flickr, Last.fm, and YouTube. In the active ontology 

evolution, users are able to change, rename, remove concepts from an ontology as soon as they 

are not relevant any more. 

 

To be useful, the ontologies have to be used across different scenarios, and have to be lifted to a 

state which makes them applicable across organizational or national boundaries, and even 

information communities. They have to evolve over time into ontologies representing and 

accepting different perspectives, without getting overly complex or out of the originally planned 

scope. This process is called Ontology Maturing, Ontology Evolution, or Ontology Maintenance 

and is based on the assumption that the ontology (like in fact any other product) grows into 

something useful by being actually used. 

6.2 Ontology maintenance in ENVISION 

The results from the ENVISION ontology engineering strategy are very specific and very limited 

vocabularies tailored to one specific application. The ontology building process supported by 

semi-automatic data mining tools is simple and convenient for the domain experts. The question-

answering game for the alignment of the simple topic ontologies to the foundational ontologies 

have been identified to be a promising solution not too challenging for the non-ICT skilled experts. 

But the results are, at this point, still solutions bound to specific applications (i.e. Web services). 

This very narrow scope defeats the original purpose of the ontologies. 

 

As described in section 3, most steps for building ontologies are performed offline with already 

existing open source or commercial ontology editor tools. The ENVISION platform does not 

integrate a component which directly supports the modification of the loaded ontologies. However 

it supports the user in downloading ontologies, updating them with their tools of choice, and 

importing them again in the personal collection. 

 

Four activities have been identified for the integration of pre-existing remote ontologies and the 

ontology maintenance: Import, save, edit, and upload ontology. The ENVISION platform (in this 

case, the resource portlet) provides means to import ontologies encoded in a language supported 

by the open source library WSMO4J (provided by the ENVISION partner UIBK). These ontologies 

can be loaded by the Semantic Annotation Editor which includes an Ontology querying tool and 

an Ontology visualization component. As all resources, the ontologies which are imported into a 
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user collection are automatically synchronized with a central repository, providing public access to 

every resource. 

 

An ontology which has been created and shared via the content repository can be easily 

published on existing ontology repositories. Search engines such as Swoogle
29

 support the 

specific search for vocabularies published on the Web. The ENVISION platform does not provide 

an ontology searching tool, but its user guide will provide documentation instructing the user on 

how to share the ontology and make it findable to other users. Creating a vocabulary searching 

tool has been considered, but cancelled since existing solutions are matching all the 

requirements identified for ENVISION. As already mentioned, the import process will create a 

copy of the ontology in the user’s namespace. This ensures that any update does not break the 

consistency with the original ontology. 

 

Once imported, the user will be able to use the ontology for the semantic annotation. Ontology 

reification is required if the ontology does not cover the needs for the user’s scenario. This can be 

the case if certain concepts are missing or not correctly reflecting the user’s perspective. The 

Resource Portlet allows for saving the ontology to the local hard drive. The user is then able to 

open up the ontology in a common ontology editor such as Protégé, perform the desired changes, 

and re-import the ontology. If the file name has not been changed, the old file will be automatically 

replaced. 

 

In ENVISION we allow users to collaborate on the ontology maintenance with tools to import, 

export, and share resources. Users belonging to the same community can locally add 

modifications to their ontology and share it with the rest of users by importing a new version. 
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7 Annotation of service compositions 

In the ENVISION project, we address the publication of environmental models as Web service 

compositions. We assume that each service has been previously annotated as we suggested in 

deliverable 4.2 (see figure 22). The Appendix of this document includes more information about 

the semantic annotation pattern followed in ENVISION (see Appendix, section 9.1.2).  

 

A published environmental model is considered as a black box wrapped in an OGC Web 

Processing Service (WPS) or an OGC Sensor Observation Service (SOS). If the inputs of the 

environmental model are predefined and cannot be changed, the service composition will be 

wrapped in an OGC Sensor Observation Service [20]. Since both service compositions of the 

ENVISION use cases include some dynamic input, the annotation approach described in this 

section is addressed to WPS services. 

 

 

Figure 22: Semantic annotation pattern in ENVISION 

 

The basic specification of the WPS includes three operations: GetCapabilities, DescribeProcess, 

and Execute. The response of a GetCapabilities request is a Capabilities document with a 

description of the service. Two references will be added to the WPS Capabilities (see listing 6) to 

link the document to the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) and Procedure-Oriented 

Service Model (POSM; called SMO in the figure 22) descriptions. 

 
... 
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<wps:ProcessOfferings> 

  <wps:Process> 

    <ows:Identifier>[process_identifier]</ows:Identifier> 

    <ows:Metadata xlink:href=“[path_to_WSDL_WPS]”/> 

    <ows:Metadata xlink:href=“[path_to_POSM_WPS]”/> 

    <ows:Title>[process_name]</ows:Title> 

  </wps:Process> 

  <wps:Process> 

  ... 

</wps:ProcessOfferings> 

... 

Listing 6: Annotations in the WPS capabilities (in red) 

 

For each process declared in the WPS capabilities, a POSM and a WSDL file will be created by 

the Service Model Translator (SMT). We use a POSM to describe the inputs and outputs of 

ProcessX (see listing 7). The first model reference (in red) links the POSM file with a generic 

ontology describing the different operations of a WPS. Note that above that reference there are 

two seeAlso links to the Web service metadata: capabilities and WSDL files. The Execute request 

of the ProcessX takes a feature list as input (identified as FEATURES). The Execute response 

returns a subset of this feature list (identified as SUBSET_FEATURES). Both include a reference 

in form of rdfs:subClassOf to a Data Model Ontology (DMO) describing what is a GML feature. 

Axioms allow the refinement of an ontology with the use of logical expressions
30

. In our case, we 

will place WSML axioms in the Effect element that will link the POSM file to the domain ontologies 

created for the ENVISION use cases. Our domain ontologies are aligned to the foundational 

ontology DOLCE. Deliverable 4.2 described the reasons for this choice. 

 
… 

<owl:Ontology rdf:nodeID="node1633lm6fsx1"> 

 <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/wps#"/> 

 <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/ows/0.2#"/> 

</owl:Ontology> 

<posm:Service rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ProcessX"> 

 <dc:title>[ProcessX_id]</dc:title> 

 <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="[WSDL_for_ProcessX_URL]"/> 

 <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource=”[WPS_capabilities_URL]”/> 

<sawsdl:modelReference 

rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/wps#WebProcessingService"/> 

<posm:hasOperation 

rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/ows/0.2#DefaultGetCapabilities"/> 

<posm:hasOperation 

rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/wps#DefaultDescribeProcess"/> 

 <posm:hasOperation> 

    <wps:Execute rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#Execute"> 

  <dc:title>[ProcessX_id]</dc:title> 

  <posm:hasInput rdf:resource="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteRequest"/> 

  <posm:hasOutput rdf:resource="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteResponse"/> 

    </wps:Execute> 

 </posm:hasOperation> 

</posm:Service> 

<wps:ExecuteRequest rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteRequest"> 

                                            
30

 http://www.w3.org/2004/12/rules-ws/paper/44/ 
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 <dc:title>WPS Execute Request</dc:title> 

</wps:ExecuteRequest> 

<wsl:Condition rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteInputDefinition"> 

 <dc:title>Condition:[ProcessX_id]</dc:title> 

</wsl:Condition> 

<wsl:Effect rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteOutputDefinition"> 

 <dc:title>Effect:[ProcessX_id]</dc:title> 

<rdf:value rdf:datatype="http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax#AxiomLiteral"> 

  [WSML_Axiom] 

 </rdf:value> 

</wsl:Effect> 

<wps:ExecuteResponse rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteResponse"> 

 <dc:title>WPS Execute Response</dc:title> 

</wps:ExecuteResponse> 

<rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="node1633lm6fsx1"> 

 <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/gml/0.2#"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteInput_FEATURES"> 

 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/gml/0.2#AbstractFeature"/> 

 <dc:title>Process Input</dc:title> 

 <dc:identifier>FEATURES</dc:identifier> 

</rdfs:Class> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteRequest"> 

 <sawsdl:modelReference 

rdf:resource="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteInput_FEATURES"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteOutput_SUBSET_FEATURES"> 

 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/gml/0.2#AbstractFeature"/> 

 <dc:title>Process Output</dc:title> 

 <dc:identifier>SUBSET_FEATURES</dc:identifier> 

</rdfs:Class> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteResponse"> 

 <sawsdl:modelReference 

rdf:resource="[POSM_for_ProcessX_URL]#ExecuteOutput_SUBSET_FEATURES"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 

Listing 7: POSM representation of the ProcessX 

 

The Web services and domain ontologies to be used in the ENVISION environmental models are 

currently under development. Section 7 will be complemented in the near future with real use 

case examples of annotated Web services at the open source wiki of the project
31

. 
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8 Conclusion 

In this deliverable we present the updated methodology used in the ENVISION project to add 

semantic annotations to environmental models published as Web services. To create the various 

domain ontologies for the two use cases, an engineering process is followed. We documented 

here previous experiences in the former project SWING, and how we currently try to avoid past 

errors. As the main example of change in respect of the SWING ontological engineering 

procedure, we moved from heavyweight ontologies to lightweight ontologies. The purpose of this 

different approach is to skip the high time-consuming process of ontology creation, and at the 

same time, provide users with reduced domain knowledge representations, easier to modify and 

maintain. We describe the four steps we follow to create ontologies from scratch and how this 

procedure can be realized in the context of ENVISION. Different experimental initiatives has been 

started to provide assistance to users in the process of setting up an initial list of concepts, and 

aligning these concepts to upper-level ontologies. 

 

The environmental model workflows that will be used in the project scenarios are explained in 

detail in this document. Based on these descriptions, we started developing some domain 

ontologies. Currently, they are just concept maps including simple relations, but will be extended 

and formalized in the near future. The application of the annotation methodology to the project 

use cases is difficult at this stage due to the non-finished development state of some 

environmental Web services. However, a simple example is given for the PredictOilDrift Web 

Service using topic ontologies, and more will be added at the website that collects best practices 

for annotation of environmental models. 
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9 APPENDIX 

9.1 Ontologies in the ENVISION platform 

The following discussion answers the questions “Which components in the ENVISION 

infrastructure are tied to the ontologies?”, and “At which steps the users are interacting with the 

ontologies?”. The ontologies are stored in the user collection managed by the Resource API. The 

Resource Portlet gives the authenticated user access to his collection, and provides means to 

import remote ontologies, or save ontologies to the desktop to adapt them to the user’s specific 

needs. There is a wide selection of mature tools which support the creation and reification of 

ontologies. The ontology building process is not part of the Web-enabled ENVISION platform, 

which is focussing on the integration of existing ontologies in the annotation, discovery, and 

execution of environmental services. The creation of the ontologies, including the semi-automatic 

building part based on the OntoGen Tool, is performed offline.  

9.1.1 Ontologies and the user 

Three activities exist where the user of the ENVISION Portal has to interact with the ontologies. 

Figure 23 illustrates a typical workflow for the creation of a new Web service composition 

representing an environmental model. The ontologies are presented to the user in the Semantic 

Discovery, Semantic Annotation, and the Mediation (which is part of the Composition Activity). 

These activities have been highlighted in the activity diagram.  
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Figure 23: Activity Diagram highlighting the activities where users have to interact with the 
ontologies 

 

If the Web service is not available in the ENVISION catalogue, the user has to import an existing 

Web service such as an OGC Web Feature Service which he might want to use later on in the 

composition. He then has to semantically enable the Web service by creating the semantic 

annotations. The annotations link the individual entities in the data model (encoded in the XML 

schema) with concepts from domain ontologies. The user has to load the domain ontology into 

the ontology visualization component, which presents a graph-like representation (similar to a 

concept map) of the concepts and relations. An ontology querying tool supports natural language 

queries to find concepts within the potentially very large vocabularies. The user is not aware of 

the underlying ontology files; he never has to face the challenge of understanding the ontology 

language encoded in complex schemas such as RDF/XML.  

 

The semantic annotation is only required if the user has imported a remote Web service which is 

not yet semantically enabled. The discovery screen (the first activity in the workflow) also allows 

for searching for already semantically annotated Web services. Semantic Discovery requires 

ontologies again. But, similarly to the Semantic Annotation, the user is only confronted with a 

graph and he selects the appropriate concepts using the ontology querying tool. During the 

mediation the user is dealing again with the graphs representing the service data models. Here 

the user can benefit from the semantic annotations to understand which entities of a Web 

service’s output can be mapped to another Web service’s input.  
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If the user was not able to find an appropriate ontology on the Web he has to create a new 

ontology and align it to the domain ontologies. If an existing ontology is not specific enough or is 

missing certain terms, he has to refine the ontology. The ontology building and maintenance 

process is not part of the Web-enabled ENVISION platform. A wide range of existing (offline) tools 

like Protégé
32

 or NeoN Toolkit
33

 support the creation and reification of ontologies, the Resource 

Management tools support the import of these ontologies. In this case, the domain experts 

require certain skills in using these tools, and how to conceptualise and formalise domain 

knowledge.   

9.1.2 Relationships in between ontologies 

Figure 24 illustrates the semantic annotation pattern which has been developed in the SWING 

project and which has been further refined and adapted in ENVISION. The Web service 

describes its capabilities through metadata. This could be a WSDL document for generic Web 

services or a getCapabilities-document for an OGC-compliant Web service. These metadata 

documents are translated into Service Model Ontologies (SMO) and Data Model Ontologies 

(DMO). The SMO is an instance of the POSM vocabulary extended with elements from the 

WSMO-Lite
34

 vocabulary. The SMO elements have references to instances in the DMO, which 

instantiate concepts from service type specific domain ontologies. These domain ontologies 

represent the various standards from the OGC, i.e. for O&M, SOS, SensorML, WFS, GML, and 

more. Note that the terms domain ontology and application ontology refer to the distinction 

introduced by Guarino [23]. Domain ontologies are globally shared ontologies which are extended 

by the application-specific ontologies. 

 

The scenario-specific Domain Ontologies are supposed to capture knowledge specific to a certain 

knowledge domain. In ENVISION each scenario requires its own domain ontology. The semantic 

annotations link the SMOs to domain ontologies through rules.  
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 http://protege.stanford.edu/ 
33

 http://neon-toolkit.org 
34

 http://www.w3.org/Submission/2010/SUBM-WSMO-Lite-20100823/ 
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Figure 24: The Semantic Annotations pattern, taken from ENVISION deliverable 4.2 

 

All ontologies are aligned to DOLCE, a foundational ontology. A more detailed discussion of the 

various ontologies created for the ENVISION project and how the ontologies relate to each other 

can be found in the deliverables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.  

 

9.1.3 Ontologies in the architecture 

Several components part of the ENVISION platform are semantically enabled. Their 

implementations integrate ontologies, and in some cases invoke reasoning engines to perform 

certain tasks such as semantic discovery or match-making. We distinguish between the semantic 

enabling design-time components and semantically-enabled runtime components. The former do 

not invoke a reasoning engine; they don’t exploit the capabilities of the ontologies. They create 

the required ontologies and annotations for the semantically-enabled runtime components. The 

runtime components access these ontologies to perform typical reasoning tasks.  

 

Figure 25 depicts the various design-time (upper half) and runtime (lower half) components. The 

different types of ontologies and their relationships are in the centre. It is a simplified version of 

the semantic annotation pattern introduced above.  
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Figure 25: Components of the ENVISION platform generating or using the ontologies 

 

9.1.3.1 Semantic enabling components 

The SMOs and DMOs are created by the Service Model Translator (SMT), which is called by the 

Resource Portlet. No user interaction is required for this step. The resulting ontologies represent 

all necessary parts of the service capabilities. A reverse translation is not possible; some 

information which is not relevant for the Web service semantics is not migrated to the SMO. 

Service and Data Models are integrated in one resource.  
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The domain ontologies are managed by the Resource API, which supports the import of the 

vocabularies into the personal user collections. The Semantic Annotation Editor is a Portlet which 

loads SMOs, DMOs, and domain ontologies. It is required to link the SMO, DMO, and Domain 

Ontology with the help of rules.  

 

The Ontology Querying Portlet is integrated into the Ontology Visualization Tool which is part of 

the Semantic Annotation Editor. The Ontology Visualization Tool is also integrated into the 

Semantic Discovery Portlet and Mediation Portlet (not reflected in the figure 25). It allows for 

searching within the domain ontologies which have been selected from the Resource Portlet.  

9.1.3.2 Semantically-enabled components 

The reasoning is performed in the backend by the IRIS reasoning engine, an open source API 

supporting the processing of the rules required for the Semantic Annotation. Only the Semantic 

Discovery Service (SDS) integrates the reasoning engine. IRIS has an internal knowledge base; 

the SDS is responsible for synchronizing this knowledge base with the ontologies used by the 

Semantic Annotation Editor. Other components such as the Process Optimizer, Mediation Editor, 

and the Semantic Discovery Portlet are invoking the SDS to perform the required reasoning tasks. 
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9.2 Annotation of PredictOilDrift Web service using topic on-
tologies 

Rather than a full-blown ontology, the result of OntoGen is a topic ontology (this term was coined 

in the SEKT project
35

). The main property of a topic ontology is that it contains several instances 

of class Topic, which are interrelated with the subtopicOf relation. A topic ontology sometimes 

resembles a concept hierarchy. For example, “oil slick” can be perceived either as a topic 

(grouping together documents about oil slick spreading, dispersants, threats…) or a concept (i.e., 

conceptualization of a real-world oil slick). In the following, we demonstrate how the 

PredictOilDrift Web service (oil spill use case) can be annotated with the use of Visual OntoBridge 

and the oil spill topic ontology created with OntoGen. 

 

 

Figure 26: The PredictOilDrift Web service from the oil spill use case
36

 

 

The Web service that we want to annotate is given in figure 26. Figure 27 shows a snapshot of 

the Visual OntoBridge portlet annotating input In1. Table 5 shows the natural-language queries, 

the retrieved concepts, and the resulting semantic annotations in WSML for inputs In1–In5 of the 

PredictOilDrift Web service. 

 

Table 5: Queries, retrieved concepts, and resulting annotations for the POD Web service 

Input Natural-language 

query 

Retrieved concepts 

(top 3) and the user’s 

selection 

Semantic annotation in 

WSML 

                                            
35

 SEKT project Web site: http://www.sekt-project.com/ 
36

 Taken from http://envision.brgm-rec.fr/OS-UseCase_Workflow.aspx 
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In1 Location, time, 

amount of oil spill, 

oil type 

OilSpillCharacteristics 

OilSpill 

OilType 

?var1 memberOf _"http:// 

www.ijs.si/ontogen-oil-

spill#OilSpillCharacteristics" 

and ?var2 memberOf 

_"http://www.ijs.si/ontogen-oil-

spill#OilType". 

In2 Wind forecast Winds 

Turbulence 

EnvironmentalConditions 

?var1 memberOf _"http:// 

www.ijs.si/ontogen-oil-

spill#Winds". 

In3 Current forecast Current 

EnvironmentalConditions 

Winds 

?var1 memberOf _"http:// 

www.ijs.si/ontogen-oil-

spill#Current". 

In4 Sea depth data Winds 

OilSpillCharacteristics 

Current 

(Appropriate conceptualization 

missing in the ontology.) 

In5 Coast line data Winds 

Concentration 

EnvironmentalConditions 

(Appropriate conceptualization 

missing in the ontology.) 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Annotating input In1 in Visual OntoBridge 

 

The advantages of using a simple topic ontology for annotating are: 

 Topic ontologies are much cheaper to produce and maintain than full-blown ontologies. 

 OntoGen can be used to assist in the process of topic ontology construction. 

 OntoGen produces grounded topic ontologies, so the time-consuming grounding through 

a Web search engine is not required. 

 Different topic ontologies (TO), if grounded, can be aligned (i.e., topics from one TO can 

be matched with topics from the other TO) fully automatically (by employing a document 
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classification algorithm, e.g., [21] which supports the idea of micro-ontologies put forward 

in ENVISION. 

 

The main disadvantage of a simple topic ontology is its low expressivity. Conceptually, it is closer 

to a (structured) controlled vocabulary that provides keywords for metadata than to an ontology. 

Note, however, that OntoGen can be “pipelined” with other ontology editing tools in order to 

increase the expressive power of a topic ontology. Figure 28 illustrates such pipeline, employing 

Protégé
37

 for manual ontology refinement (e.g., enrichment with missing concepts and relations). 

 

 

Figure 28: Enhanced ontology construction pipeline 

                                            
37

 Protégé is freely available at http://protege.stanford.edu/ 

http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
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9.3 Results from the concept suggestion tool 

Concept: Oil Drift 

1st level of suggestions: cars, performance, motor oil, west, motor, substance, leaking, level, 

river terminal, drift river terminal, mixed, rc drift, nation, bailout, weighted, tires, killed, terminal, 

capful, open, oil price, oil fill. 

2nd level of suggestions: clean, team, drift lake, gulf coast, boats, dispersion, painting, lake, 

make, oil spills drift, wash, waiting, sell, alabama, oil company, atlantic, business, lubricant, 

disasters, floating. 

3rd level of suggestion: news, flowing, art, drift river, drift deep, seal, river, shipping, oil drift 

deep, localism, moving, oil water, giant plume, ocean, direction, print, dead, latest, provide, 

Alaska. 

4th level of suggestion: federal, deals, gauge, early, buoy, service, industry, authority, prepared, 

reading, gushing, variety, puma, detailed, orleans, government, position, coastal, monitoring, 

economy. 

5th level of suggestion: satellite, loop, loop current, showed oil drift, bottle, satellite image, oil 

drift south, drift south, headed, work, coastal guard, spray, information, guide, east, graber, forms, 

ap, gulf oil, massive. 

 

Concepts: Oil Drift, Oil Spill 

1st level of suggestions: coast oil, coast oil spills, gulf coast oil, measures, liquid, effects, oil 

water, flowing, liquid petroleum, liquid petroleum hydrocarbon, fate, ongoing, petroleum 

hydrocarbon, west, sport, human, readings, based, spills remains, seal. 

2st level of suggestions: stop, government, largest oil spills, closer, drift closer, showed oil drift, 

loop, loop current, boats, puma, maps, drift south, oil drift south, oil tankers, tankers, coastal, 

fisherement, update, panhandle, federal government. 

3st level of suggestions: prices, river, drift river, terminal, cars, oil price, points, drift river 

terminal, riverterminal, gauge,world oil price, drift lake, headed, method, lake, position, system, 

unit state, explored. 

4st level of suggestions: performance, 2009, present, motor oil, pipeline, dispersion, motor, 

level, oil spills occurs, began, accidental, underwater, ruptured, drift ashore, provide, options, 

drilled rig, drilled, gold, oil drift ashore. 

5st level of suggestions: painting, oil spills 2010, spill 2010, learn, involvement, horizon oil rig, 

rig explosion, oil spills cleanup, amp, 2011, buoy, oil rig explosion, spills cleanup, article, atlantic, 

questions, gulf oil, things, initial. 
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9.4 Setting up the ontology editor environment 

The following steps explain how to setup a collaborative ontology editor environment which has 

been used for the engineering of the ontologies explained below. Protégé is widely accepted 

editor for RDF-based ontologies. The current version is focussing on the implementation of 

ontologies expressed in OWL. The collaborative version is based on Protégé 3, which also 

supports the specification and implementation of ontologies based on RDF(S). RDF(S) is also the 

native RDF format of WSML, which has been selected as ontology language for the ENVISION 

project. 

 

Instructions for setting up the Protégé Server 

The collaborative ontology editor requires the Protégé server to be setup. The server is included 

in the download, which can be accessed using the following URL: 

http://protege.stanford.edu/download/protege/3.4/. The following instructions are for the 

installation on a linux server. Download the current release for linux without bundled JVM. 

Execute the installer with the command (as the user which will later run the server): 

 
sh install_protege_3.4.6.bin 

 

Protégé will be installed in the home directory of the user who performed the installation. Protégé 

requires the variable JAVA_HOME to be set, which is done with the following command 

(assuming that java is installed in the folder /usr/lib/jvm/java-6-sun, which is the standard for 

debian): 

 
echo "export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-6-sun" >> /home/[username]/.bashrc 

 

Before running the server, we have to specify the ports the service is listening to. We set the RMI 

registry port to 5100, and the service RMI port to 5200. Uncomment the following line in the file 

run_protege_server.sh: 

 
#PORTOPTS="-Dprotege.rmi.server.port=5200 -Dprotege.rmi.registry.port=5100" 

 

The port has to be registered first to the registry with the following command: 

 
rmiregistry 5100 & 

 

Then navigate to the installation folder of Protégé and execute the server 

running ./run_protege_server.sh 

Instructions for setting up the Protege Client 

The Protégé Client software has to have exactly the same version as the installed server. Simply 

run the executable provided by the Protégé installer. 
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